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You could spend a month in Vieques and visit a different beach every day. We
started our shoreline tour at the W, the sleek new plantation-style resort with two
private oceanfront beaches equipped with couch-style lounges, and a phone
that connects guests to room service, should the need for a snack, or a bottle of
champagne in an ice bucket, be in order. — Gayle Fee
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ape Air loves the W on Vieques so much that the airline dedicated an aircraft to the purple and white logo.
As soon as you land you are whisked away to the VIP
suite at the airport for refreshments and a ride to the
hotel which is literally minutes away.
Rooms start at around $200 or so a night but there

are a number of specials happening in the next few weeks, including a new favorite, thanks to the
Bachelor TV series, which filmed
here recently. The special romance
package features dinner for two

Arts Patroness of Vieques!

ravo to Marion Fischer
and her Gallery 		
Galleon for once
again raising the bar
for the arts on Vieques!
On March 16th, the
gallery, located near the village of
Esperanza, is presenting a special
mini performance by Olivia Bowman-Jackson
and Abdur
Rahim Jackson
from the acclaimed Alvin
Ailey American
Dance Theater.
Admission is
Marion Fischer
free but you
are encouraged to buy a piece of art
Alvin Ailey dancer Olivia Bowman-Jackson
and support the local artists. The
day after the special performance, dance class presented by the Ailey dancers.
“Just bring the spirit and energy to move,” says the always spirited
would-be dancers of all ages and
Ms. Fischer. Find more at gallerygalleon.com. n
levels are welcome to join a free
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